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Wynne's book entitled NYSTCE: CST Physics 009 (2008) is designed to be a 
teacher certification study guide for the New York State Content Specialty Test 
(CST) in physics. Successful completion of the CST is ,required for professional 
certification in physics (7-12) in New York State. The 306-page paper bound 
study guide retails for $59.95. I used the guide as a resource to prepare for taking 
the Physics CST in February of 2009, along with various online resources, two 
college level physics texts and the State's free online preparation guide (New York 
State Teacher Certification Examinations: Preparation guide: Physics CST (09), 
2006). 

Wynne's study guide begins with brief generic non-physics sections (study tips and 
test taking tips), then follows the same topical outline as the Physics CST test 
framework (New York State Teacher Certification Examinations: Field 09: Physics 
test framework, 2003), and closes with a practice exam. The review book topics 
are organized using the CST test framework. This makes topics easy to find, but 
sometimes leads to problems. For instance, there are a handful of instances when 
a specific skill is introduced before the required prerequisite knowledge is present
ed. 

The study guide is plagued by editorial lapses, particularly on charts and figures. 
On page 99, there is text written directly over a figure. On pages 28 through 30, 
several graphs are rendered so that the scales hide the data trends the author is 
attempting to emphasize. Some mathematical expressions and text have a very 
low graphical resolution and are difficult to rea<;l (e.g., page-52). Most of the edi
toriallapses were only distracting and annoying, but I did find a few of them con
fusing. 

Editorial issues notwithstanding, I found that the study guide content was general
ly accurate and written at an .appropriate level for the intended audience. The 
guide contentand included practice exam were very well aligned with the State's 
February 2009 exam, which I sat for. One glaring exception concerns-the text's 
only sample free response question, which required a calculus-based solution. I 
found the actual February 2009 exam question, a simple graphical analysis, to be 
much easier than the review book's example. A similar basic graphical analysis 
question is provided as an example in the State's preparation guide (2006). 
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While a study guide for the CST is potentially a good resource, the high cost, 
counterintuitive organization and low editorial quality make this study guide a dis
appointing choice. I recommend saving your money and passing on this guide. I 
found a combination of textbooks, Physics Bowl exams and online resources, such 
as those listed on the free web page by MacIsaac and Gosling (2004) or the free 
online review guide offered by Kaplan Inc. (2009), far mose helpful than this study 
guide. 
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